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I have coined Christianity before as the religion of those of a low IQ below the
level of retardation. It seems to have become a meme because truly it's a meme
that comes from fact.

While we know there is an occult side to this, let's be honest with ourselves,
people are tragically retarded. You see this everyday in your life. Even the
so-called "Great Minds" are also prone to logical fallacies, errors, and many other
related mishaps, and nobody is perfect. This is to not claim ourselves as the
supreme intelligentsia of the universe, but one is cleverer as to understand that
something else is going on here. Which is why they end up here.

For example, there is a fire in a neighborhood. The neighbor burns to death, the
other one says 'god saved him' and praises 'god' for it. Both are Christards,
believing in the same egregore. As to why the God of "Love", who "Loves
everyone equally" showed favoritism to one dumb animal over another, there is no
theological answer. "God works in mysterious ways goyim...". This instantly
collapses Christianity. But the case here is fairly evident.

The people believing in these things are not only stupid, but dangerous. There is
an extreme amount of egotism to say that "Oh, God saved me and burned my
neighbor" and truly believe in this. They believe literally the creator of the universe
is serving them on the plate. This is a psychological condition that many other
people also have. This sickness is also expressed in how the 'traditional' Satanic
sects have tried to approach the Demons, thinking they were their servants. For a
being that weak and meek, man surely has a big idea of himself and a loud mouth
to follow it up. Yet constantly stands incapable to follow through with all sorts of
outrageous beliefs and claims.

This is in other words a personality disorder. Some people have an extremely big
idea of themselves, without anything to back it up. This is a mental condition. Yet,
when this appears to individuals in the form of believing that literally the "Creator"
of the "Universe" serves you and only you like his begotten son and infant, this is
considered clinically just sane and everyone is allowed to have this mental
condition and live their life with it. This is called Christardianity or Islam.

"God" from being a state of mind that is open to all but requires maturation and
work to reach, now is free for every mutt and overweight white to be. You can just
be at McDonalds shoving 10,000 calories down your throat in a day, all day, be at
the size of a whale, have an IQ lower than a jellyfish, take 40 pills a day just to
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baseline survive as an abomination, drink psycho drugs on a consistent basis to
keep yourself from throwing tantrums about how important you are, and still claim
to know the "word of god" and the "will of god" in an out.

Also, there is never a question as to WHY any such event happened, such as in
the case of the fire, or why should someone innocent like let's say one's neighbor
or their family got burned to death. Alas, all that matters, is what the individual
christian has experienced. So long people are 'saved', they are fine with it. If they
get burned, well, too bad.

Here we see another disease of the christian mind. They can only see things
through their own lenses. The religion of 'love thy neighbor' is actually all about
seeing reality from your own lenses. If they got in the shoes of their neighbor, they
would never love 'god', they would rather hate god for what he did to their
'neighbor'.

The same primitive brain of a monkey stands as the supporting dome before
Christianity. If another monkey dies and you have a banana stolen from its corpse,
then you are blessed. If not, then "God" is against you, in which case, you need to
'pray' to convince 'god' (an all powerful all knowing whatever) to change his mind
about you.

Christians by the act of prayer just prove they disagree with "God's decrees" and
the dictates passed on by this spook, which also, according to their book, makes
both good and evil and to which they must be fully servile.

Every Christian I have ever known also, seems to only grow interested in religion in
their later years. Essentially, the have all the drugs, sexual orgies, lies, deceptions,
good and bad things done in life, and then oh, you can just press a repent button
and it's all gone. For this reason Christards just make sure to follow their corrupted
life, and then, when they are about to die, on the deathbed, they make a confession
and voila- they are up to 'heavens' with their favorite jew.

Christianity has ruined all the necessity for a moral life that lasts throughout your
existence. This is created by the 'repent' button. You press it, and you are done.
Therefore, see all people today and you will understand why the majority leads
corrupted lifestyles. If you can repent a moment before your deathbed, then what is
the point of living a 'morally good' life, especially, if 'good' is just some alien
bollocks which you seldom understand?

Any Christian is the ultimate proof of Christianity's non-existence - this is proven by
their behavior. If their "god" existed, their behavior would at least, to a reasonable
extent, be different. However their "God" does not exist.



Many people do disregard that ultimately the cause of Europe's migrant crisis is
Christardianity. Why? Is it directly because of the religion itself? Yes and no. Yes in
that it's obviously a migrant, rootless, disgusting, and fully non-European faith. No
in that Christianity is not required to pollute a mind directly.

It can leave a person who says they do not believe it, but like some species of
parasites that inhabit human brains, it has already laid all its eggs in every fabric of
their brain. These eat the brain from the inside out.

Lastly, Christianity has to be understood, same as Islam, as the religion of the
racially bastardized. Why is this the case should be evident. I have never seen one
able, sane, and noble man, who is racially pure (of any race) advocate strongly of
Christianity. Why is this the case? It's simple: any such man existing today,
chances are, the unadulterated blood would alter them to the alien nature of
Christianity, causing existential incompatibility or rejection of the jewish feces brain
fetus. When you know in your soul that something is wrong, you will reject it.

If you were created as a soul, like 200 years ago, by the defiled sperm of a black
nun and a white toothless missionary, your very existence depends on
Christardianity. For this very reason, you have all existential reasons to become its
great advocate. If you are a dumb degenerate, or anyone who for any reason
doesn't want society to advance, but happen to be in a position of power cause of
anyone else's incapability, all the best for you: Christianity and the retarded Goyim
it produces are your greatest possession of cattle, and it must go on so you can
maintain your status amongst the blind.

One last thing in regards to Christian psychology is laziness. Indeed, the Christian
religion is the perfect choice for the lazy people. The less things you do, the more
likely for you to get saved. If you are so lazy as to not even look at a girl's ass, then
you cannot commit the sin of adultery. If you are too weak as to even have any sex
drive whatsoever, you cannot commit any sexual relations. If you have extreme
amounts of autism and you cannot speak to anyone, you will never need to lie. If
you're like, amputated from birth, then you can't slap someone in the face or raise a
gun to kill someone, for example. If you're lobotomized, anyone can do crimes
against you and you cannot even understand what's going on. You're like a holy
saint.

In general, the closest you are to an unborn sperm or a brain dead fellow, the
closest you are to being the perfect heavenly saint Christianity describes. The
heavens belong to the meek and the retarded. It would be great if all the aspiring
people to become such went to heaven straight up, but unfortunately, all the people
per-occupied with this great heaven, are living on top of this unworthy earth,
polluting it, breathing her oxygen, dumping in the sewers, polluting the ecosystem,



procuring their masters such as the jews, and producing living waste that will
torture the 'unworthy' who will be left behind to earth, forever.

However, as a final point. Christianity is not only all of the above, but the
combination of these factors.

For example: you see a beautiful Pagan man that was serene and achieved. If you
are a weak ass rat, like Ephialtes, the betrayer of Leonidas, you know you can
never be this person, and of course, if you are lazy, worthless, and a dumbass, you
can never in anyway be worthy of life in the way another person is.

Of course, the worthless always assume this is someone else's fault, in the case of
Ephialtes, he assumed his rejection was by Leonidas, not because that for
example, he was a cheap ass traitor and loyal to nobody, or an incessant
materialist. So he blamed Leonidas for it. In the same way, the very few traitors and
excrements of the ancient Pagan World (the jews recruited foreign races in any
empire, and slaves in their dogma) were happy to join them.

Little did these slaves know that their inflictions were due to jewish influence, such
as the Roman empire, where jews had the empire bankrupt, for example. The
same thing happens with Communist revolt, the poor people do not know jews own
all the banks and therefore create the slave wage conditions who have had their
families dying. So in that case, these people feel distaste of authority and jealousy
over the strong, but never blame those that weaken them- and since they do not
want to develop in anyway (here comes the removal of spiritual knowledge) the
only thing they can think of (since they are greedy) is to overthrow this man
Leonidas, overthrow a good country or empire, and assume that you will enjoying
what he does if he is replaced. Just look at all the lazy prisoners from 3rd world
countries that fill boats and come to Europe and you will see.

When Europe will be replaced by Arabia, then the whole world will be Arabia, and
they will generate the same situations they were running off from all their existence.
But seldom the brain of some understands this anyway. So until this happens the
jew promises loot, in the same way preachers are promised shiny shoes, a nice
belt, and the borrowed power to bullshit people and make them do whatever they
want, without saying anything reasonable. For a cockroach, a bag of sugar is
enough, it doesn't understand that Sugar is mixed with Baking Soda and that it will
exterminate it.

So the only choice in that situation, since these slaves cannot overpower the
strong, or outshine those who shine, is to reduce their shinning. This comes as a
motivator from greed and inherent evil, but also, from what shows that man is equal
to a monkey - the disability and laziness to advance in any way. Christianity gives
you the perfect illogical weapon to cast upon your victim: start corroding his brain to



devalue him until he becomes lower than you, and also, enslave him, based on
literally nothing but illogical crap brainwashed into him 24/7. Just look at how many
good people have been foiled into this lie who were strong and able and advanced
this without knowing it was even evil. Of course, this lie has to appeal to something,
such as that it's a 'good thing' to do, or to something else, that it will 'save his soul'.
All in all it's just trickery.

Everyone advanced past a point in Christianity knows what kind of vehement
poison it is.

The ultimate aim of Christanity and the Christians is just world enslavement under
the jews, without any condition for the Gentiles. Christians are the foot soldiers of
this, who know nothing of what their masters know (such as Kabbalah or anything
like that, or any spirituality whatsoever).

They were handed a mission by jews thousands of years ago, and told them, that
the lazy, worthless, retarded, and all the shit of the earth, will have a place in riches,
luxury, and eternal bliss in heaven, if so they serve them now in their corrupted
political agenda that poses as a spiritual thing with zero spirituality in it, just a
fairytale of crap. Naturally, all the retards followed through, but they never read the
terms on the book that they signed - the Holy Bible, which clearly states that all
Gentiles, however servile to the jews, will be exterminated in a holocaust.

Of course the Goyim do not concern themselves with that, they are too stupid to
even think. It doesn't say they are loved by God either, or that this Jewish Egregore
will ever be pleased with how many people of their own race and nation dumbify,
kill, exterminate, and hand over to the jews as slaves.

To be a Christian, you either have to be retarded, overtaken by evil or ignorance to
a total extent, or a kike.

A mentally sane and healthy person can never be a christian.
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Reply from [a Forum Member]:

Christians believe "god" wrote a book and they can't even be bothered to read it
themselves. And the ones who do can't make any sense out of it and are in
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disagreement. The smarter ones who read it realize the Christian religion is
fucking lies and leave it.

The Bible is the proof the Bible is false. It’s that obvious just by reading the
thing. The reason so many xians live like animals is because that is the level of
spirituality their toilet torah they follow leaves them on. Throw in teaching they
are all worthless, bad people because of original sin. And you create a self
destructive person.

Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra 666]:

[Illuminated] wrote:
I have extreme Xian hatred.
Thanks to Xians from India, I've got this hatred.
I can go on and on pointing what they are about..

But the most important thing that made me worried was the conditions of
the White Race, those I saw around in Europe and UK, all these peoples
really could be seen victimised under the Jewish spell of xianity.. for a
person who can see, I could see that this xianity was in no way
'compatible' to these beautiful peoples, it just was not making any sense..
soon I was wondering myself.. what if these peoples turned away like
those xian victims I saw around in India. (Low IQ materialistic slaves,
degenerate sell outs) and here was another enemy seen.. pisslam..
It literally felt like a complete plot against the White Race.. and obviously
the roots are to the Jews..
I started respecting my bloodline and myself more when I saw this
situation & while I came to Satan, I respect my pure white Aryanity the
most and I honour my ancestors for all the hardships and king lives they
lived..

The same Jewish made problems can be seen with the black race in
Africa, what they are doing? If I see in terms of an economic personnel.. I
can see Africa as the best nation in the world in terms of everything...
even
I can evaluate the black race on terms of Human Resource availability,
and Africa can have it all.. I can make a complete detailed project on this
that can show the capability Africans have and what it takes to bring it on..

Asian orientals are like my personal favs, like those from Japan.. they are
just so good.. can do great..



The same applies to Europe and United States..
It has everything to make you bring heaven on Earth.. (Non Biblical) but
we know what is stopping this to happen.. It's all Jews..

THE ENTIRE WORLD COULD BE GREAT! If Jews, Xians, Mudlslimes
and all their programs are deleted!

As been it's time we and the gods gave great new lead to this world.. I'm
eager to see what it has to offer, because this is Satan's world. We need
to do whatever and however means possible to bring the great in all of us,
while those that don't have anything must perish..

Hail Satan!

I can't hide that I'm really concerned about India, because with the extreme
birthrate, and the gov not giving a shit, I hope the country doesn't end up with
biological dangers and issues. Whatever the case our members need to be
protected and go for the higher strata to not have to worry about this.

The good news is that in India you can better camouflage yourself than in other
continents, and you can pretend to be a hindu, while being a full blown Satanist,
or so I would assume. In other places you can die on suspicion of such
practices.

Asia doesn't need space, they just need to meditate and open up their emotions
and compassion more. This will make Asia more like South Korea, Japan etc.
Asians have proved their civilization building potential.

Reply from [a Forum Member]:

Something I notice about Asians and Hindu's who come to the West, they have
respect for it and the level of civilization the White Race has created and for
White behaviour. Prahupada spoke highly of the White Race and White
European and European American civilization and People. And simply wished to
improve it with his beliefs about Krisna worship.

However, when the Muslim's come over all they do is trash everything and
cause problems. The Paki Muslim and Indian Hindu are the same race and
blood. But the difference in the behaviour you can note its Islam that is the
problem.



Reply from [a Forum Member]:

The Guru of Yogananda's Guru wrote the Jesuits, which if you study their
history, they don't even hide their Jewishness. It was all tribe from the start. And
the Jews run the Catholic Church... So Yogananda's Guru wrote that the Jesuits
had spent decades and vast sums of money crossing India and removing all the
spiritual knowledge from Hinduism. Removing all the Tantra's, which are the text
books on spiritual knowledge. And what they didn't fully remove was corrupted.
To the point one had to either already have a personal family library with these
texts in them or had to find someone who already knew this knowledge and
would teach you. That is how obsessive the Jews are in removing this
knowledge from the Gentiles.


